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One to one identification system

Field of invention

The present invention relates to a system arranged for assisting secure handling of

cells in order to minimize the risk of handling mistakes resulting in mix-up of cell

samples.

Background of invention

Culturing of in vitro fertilised embryos and other fragile cellular materials require

sophisticated equipments in order to provide quality, traceability of cellular material and

reproducibility of the culturing process. Temperature and atmosphere controls are

basic elements and internal monitoring equipment is desired in order to minimize

environmental changes during culturing and monitoring. Due to obvious reasons mix-

up of individual cell samples, such as in vitro fertilised embryos should be prevented. In

practice this problem is frequently solved by lowering the number of objects cultured in

each incubator and in particular by culturing of only objects derived from one

experimental setting, such as eggs from one woman, in one incubator, hereby ensuring

one to one identification of objects and the origin of the objects. For practical and

economical reasons this is unattractive as this limits the number of samples to be

handled and/or requires a large numbers of culturing systems which is expensive and

space consuming.

Summary of invention

The present invention relates to a culturing system which allows for one to one

identification of cells during the whole culturing period. This is obtained by providing a

culturing system with loading/exit control means which ensures that only one device is

capable of being loaded/removed at a time.

An aspect of the invention relates to a system arranged for performing culturing and

optionally monitoring of at least two microscopic objects wherein said at least two

microscopic objects are arranged in at least two separate devices, wherein said system

comprises an incubator, a loading port for loading a device to be arranged in said

incubator, and an exit port for exiting a device from said incubator, and wherein the



system further comprises loading control means capable of controlling that only one

device is capable of being loaded into the system at a time.

A further aspect of the invention relates to a device for monitoring and/or culturing of at

least two microscopic objects, said device comprising a machine readable tag.

In a further aspect the invention relates to a method for handling of at least two

microscopic objects comprising: culturing said at least two microscopic objects in at

least two separate devices in an incubator, said incubator comprising loading control

means capable of controlling that only one device is capable of being loaded in the

system at a time.

An aspect of the invention relates to a system arranged for identifying a selected object

in a device housing at least two microscopic objects wherein said system comprises

means for providing information about a selected object to said device.

In a further aspect the invention relates to a method for handling a device comprising at

least two microscopic objects, comprising selecting an object while the device is inside

an incubator, wherein identification of said selected object is provided to said device.

Definitions

Blastocyte: The blastocyte is a structure formed in early embryogenesis possessing an

inner cell mass, or embryoblast which subsequently forms the embryo, and an outer

cell mass, or trophoblast which forms the placenta. Blastocyte formation begins at day

5 and the blastocyte comprises 70-100 cells.

Embryo: A multi cellular diploid eukaryote in its earliest stage of development. In some

cases the term "embryo" is used to describe a fertilized oocyte after implantation in the

uterus until 8 weeks after fertilization at which stage it becomes a foetus. According to

this definition the fertilized oocyte is often called a pre-embryo until implantation occurs.

However, throughout this patent application we will use a broader definition of the term

embryo, which includes the pre-embryo phase. It thus encompasses all developmental

stages from the fertilization of the oocyte through morula, blastocyst stages hatching

and implantation.



Zygote: The result of fertilization of an egg cell and a sperm cell is a cell called the

zygote that includes all DNA from both parents.

Detailed description of the invention

In the process of in vitro fertilization egg and sperm are incubated together in a culture

media for about 18 hours, alternatively a single sperm is injected directly into the egg

using intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI). The fertilized egg shows two pronuclei

and is subsequently passed to a special growth medium and left for about 48 hours

until the egg has reached the 6-8 cell stage. At this time the selection of embryos is

usually performed based on the quality and viability of embryo. The quality of embryos

may be determined based on the visual appearance of the embryos, by taking features

such as the number of cells, evenness of growth and degree of fragmentation into

account. A method for selection of embryos, based on quality assessments of

embryos, is described in PCT/DK2007/000291 .

The timing of embryo transfer, which implicitly affects the duration of in vitro culturing of

embryos are different in different regions, e.g. USA have programs with extended

culturing, such as until the blastocyst stage, whereas embryos are normally transferred

to the recipient uterus at the 6-8 cell stages in Europe (2-day transfer). The prolonged

culturing may affect the selection criteria's for the embryos.

Culturing of embryos requires a system for performing culturing and optionally

monitoring the embryos. Logically, the identity of embryos cultured in a given system

should not be mixed up, as this could result in transfer of embryos to a wrong recipient.

To prevent this, embryos from different individuals are usually cultured separately.

The present invention relates to a system arranged for culturing and optionally

monitoring of microscopic objects, such as embryos. The system as described herein is

arranged for culturing at least two microscopic object arranged in separate devices.

It is envisioned that the system may be applied for monitoring different objects, such as

cell samples during culturing procedures. Applications can be such as live analysis

during screening procedures where the selection parameter can be assessed using the

monitoring equipment. The separate devices may thus be used to test different



compounds, different concentrations or different cell types. If used in connection with a

fluorescence microscope location of fluorescent tags can be viewed during incubation.

The system includes an incubator, which is adapted for cell culturing e.g. including any

necessary regulatory features, such as temperature and atmosphere controls (see

below). For quality assessment of embryos, as described above, it is advantageous to

be able to monitor the embryos during culturing e.g. without having to remove the

devices housing the embryos from the incubator avoiding any unnecessary disturbance

or interference with cell development which is highly sensitive to environmental stress.

Therefore it is preferred that the system includes monitoring equipment for optionally

monitoring of the embryos during culturing.

By including monitoring equipment the necessary handling of the embryos may be

minimized to loading and removing of the devices housing the microscopic objects. The

microscopic objects to be cultured in the system is arranged in the devices by standard

methods and subsequently loaded into the system through a loading port and removed

through an exit port. To increase the safety of the system, e.g. to minimize the risk of

any mix up of microscopic object, the system is equipped with loading control means

capable of controlling that only one device is capable of being loaded into the system at

a time.

Standard incubators include an opening which gives access to all samples in the

incubator. Even if the user is following strict handling protocols and amble control

routines it is physically possible to load or remove two or more samples or two or more

racks containing such samples at one time increasing the risk of manual handling

errors. By including loading control means the system of the present invention provides

further security to the handling procedure of the embryos.

An aspect of the present invention relates to a system arranged for performing culturing

and optionally monitoring of at least two microscopic objects wherein said at least two

microscopic objects are arranged in at least two separate devices, wherein said system

comprises an incubator, a loading port for loading a device to be arranged in said

incubator, and an exit port for exiting a device from said incubator, and further

comprises loading control means capable of controlling that only one device is capable

of being loaded into the system at a time.



Loading control means

The loading control means ensures that only one device is capable of being loaded into

the system at a time. During use, embryos/fertilized eggs from one woman is to be

located in one individual device and the following single loading procedure guarantees

that only embryos derived from one potential mother is inserted into the incubator at a

time. As described below each device may be provided with an identification tag to

further facilitate identification of the device. In a preferred embodiment the size of the

loading port allows entrance of one device at a time only. It is further preferred that the

exit port allows exit of one device at a time only. In a most preferred embodiment the

loading port and the exit port is the same port and only one device can be loaded/exit

at a time restricted by the size of the loading/exit port. The identity of the device may be

controlled by an identity tag, and the loading/exit may further be controlled by a

computer which maintains control of the location of the individual devices.

In an alternative embodiment the storage means described herein below may include

locks which fasten each device to a fixed position. These locks may be interconnected

or computer controlled allowing only one lock to be opened at a time thereby providing

loading control means. This may further be implemented by allowing only loading or

removing of devices from one position, which is preselected. Loading of further devices

will then require relocation of the first device. In this embodiment the loading and exit

may be perform as the entry and exit of a ferris wheel. As above the location of

individual devices and the loading of said individual devices in an unlocked position

may be controlled by a computer to further minimize the risk that mix up of devices

occur during handling of the devices.

Storage means

To have the full benefit of the system according to the invention is it preferred that the

system comprise storage means having two or more device holder positions, each

device holder position being adapted to hold the device in a fixed position on the

storage means. The storage means may be a conveyor belt for horizontal movements

of devices. The storage means may thereby transfer each device to a monitoring

position whereby it is possible to view the microscopic objects through the monitoring

equipment.



In a preferred embodiment the storage means is capable of positioning a device

relatively to a microscope to allow viewing of the microscopic objects (see below), by

transferring the device to a monitoring position. It is further preferred that the device

may be positioned to allow viewing of the individual object and/or allowing an overall

view of the objects housed by a device (see section below relating to monitoring

system).

Likewise it is further preferred that the storage means is capable of positioning a device

or an empty device holder position in the loading port and/or exit port of the incubator.

Thus in a preferred embodiment the system has a loading position and/or an exit

position.

When the system is used in connection with an identification system as described

herein below, it is further preferred that the storage means is capable of positioning a

device relatively to a labelling equipment, by transferring of a device to a labelling

position. The labelling position may be identical or different to one or more of the

monitoring position, the loading or exit position. In a preferred embodiment the labelling

position is identical or close to the exit position whereby an identification label is easily

added just before removing of a device from the system. In a further preferred

embodiment the labelling position is identical or close to the monitoring position,

whereby an identification label is easily added at the end of monitoring of a device.

In a simple embodiment the storage means is a conveyor belt capable of moving the

devices horizontally to allow both monitoring and loading/removing of devices. The

devices may be placed on a slide which is moved sideways relative to the loading port.

When the loading port is opened access to one device is provided.

A plurality of storage means comprising these features can be envisioned in

accordance with the invention. A system including a transfer unit between a stacker

(holding the devices) and an observation position is described in EP 1916296, and the

storage means according to the invention may include one or more similar transfer

unit(s), which can transfer a given device from a device holder to a monitoring position

or loading/exit position. The devices are stored horizontally either side by side or at

different heights inside the incubator. Different types of storage means may be

combined to have a rearrangement system inside the incubator, such as conveyor belt,



elevator type or ferris wheel type storage means. By including an internal

rearrangement system the individual devices may be selected for monitoring or exit,

and new devices may be loaded, while the other devices are maintained inside the

incubator. It is contemplated that rearrangement of the devices inside the incubator

may be performed manually from the outside of the incubator or preferably by an

automated process controlled by a computer internally or externally of the system. The

one to one identification of device, objects and the origin of objects, is assisted by the

loading control means as described above. Identification tags (described below) may

help to further ensure safety of the system, as the identity of the devices exiting or

loaded into the system may be computer and/or manually controlled when individual

device are handled.

In preferred embodiment the storage means comprises at least four, such as at least

six device holder positions. In further embodiments the storage means comprise at

least 8 , such as at least 10 device holder positions.

Identification tag

During use the devices for housing of the microscopic objects are provided with

identification tags. Such a tag is preferably a machine readable identification tag, more

preferably a barcode or an RFID (Radio-frequency identification). Use of machine

readable tags is advantageously combined with a system provided with a machine

reader capable of reading said machine readable identification tag.

Device for housing microscopic objects

For culturing of embryos, a plurality of eggs are fertilized or cultured for fertilization,

even if only a few are to be further processed. To optimise the usages of the system

according to the invention, it is preferred that each device is capable of housing at least

two microscopic objects such as at least five microscopic objects. In further

embodiments it is even more preferred that each device is capable of housing at least

8 microscopic objects such as at least 10 microscopic objects.

In addition to the microscopic objects the device must further be able to contain the

object media for culturing of said object. In a preferred embodiment each device

comprises at least two depressions in a top surface of said device; each depression



being adapted for housing a microscopic object and object media for culturing said

microscopic object.

An aspect of the invention relates to a device for monitoring and/or culturing at least

two microscopic objects which comprise a machine readable tag for identification of the

device.

In an embodiment the device preferably comprises at least two depressions in a top

surface of said device adapted for housing and individual microscopic object and object

media.

In further preferred embodiment the device comprises an identification tag in the form

of a barcode or a RFID.

Devices suited for housing the microscopic objects according to the invention are

described in details in PCT/DK2008/050162 which further includes references to

alternative devices.

As described above the security of the system is based on the expectation that eggs

from different women are not cultured together in a device, even if the device has the

capability to house a number of embryos as described above. This feature may

alternatively be used to culture a number of embryos from the same woman in one

device in the system. It is of cause also possible to arrange a number of devices

housing embryos from the same woman in the system, to increase the chances of

obtaining a reasonably number of high quality embryos suited for implantation.

In an embodiment each depression comprises an indent of a smaller cross section than

the depression for housing each respective microscopic object and object media.

Furthermore the devices according to the invention preferably exhibit a bottom surface

profile corresponding to the contours of the device holders enabling easy and tight

loading of the devices as this may be part of an orientation control system (see below).

The device is preferably equipped with means for uniquely identifying each depression,

such as depression markings. The markings are more preferably visible through the

monitoring system (see below) allowing easy identification of a monitored depression.



Preferably the marking is directly visible through the microscope and sized to allow

identification in the preferred view for assessment of the objects, meaning that the

marking is probably microscopic in size to be viewed through the microscope, without

interfering with the view of the object to be examined. Therefore the marking is most

preferably located in the periphery of the depression. The marking may be a simple

numbering system or a coordinate system or any other suitable system known in the

art.

In a preferred embodiment said means for uniquely identifying each depression

comprises at least one marker for identifying a row of depressions and at least one

marker for identifying a column of depressions at said device.

In a preferred embodiment the depression marking is machine readable, which may be

provided by a coordinate system as described above. A coordinate system is highly

preferred as it allows different sized devices to be used.

Information label and label receiving area

The device may further be construed for receiving an identification label by comprising

a label receiving area. The label receiving area may be a common label receiving area

or a depression specific label receiving area placed in connection with each

depression. The label receiving area may be an area suitable for fastening of stickers

or suitable for receiving simple written messages such as symbols, letters or colour

signs, which may be used to communicate the information from a quality assessment.

A common label can be in the form of a label matching the upper or bottom surface of a

device, whereby information regarding any selected embryos can be viewed during the

further processing of the objects. The label is to inform the user about which objects

have been selected. In an embodiment the information is in the form of an opening

above the depressions housing the selected objects whereby the further processing is

restricted to the selected objects. In a further embodiment the label is a cover

overlaying the device housing the objects, where through access to only the selected

objects is provided. In an even further embodiment colouring is used to mark

depressions housing selected objects.



It is further possible to pre-attach labels which are heat or light sensitive to the device.

These may be activated or made inactive by the culturing and monitoring system,

during or at the end of the quality assessment.

In a preferred embodiment the device according to the invention comprises a label

receiving area or a pre-attached label.

The use of an identification system as described herein below provides further safety to

the handling procedure of microscopic objects. In further embodiment the device may

comprise any of the features described below in relation to the identifying system.

Evaluation of the objects for further processing may, as described previously, be

performed during culturing of the objects either manually by live monitoring or by

analysing of photos or films acquired during the preceding culturing period or by

computer assisted methods for determining object and particular embryo quality.

Upon selection of one or more objects for further processing it is preferred that the

system provides means for labelling a depression housing a selected object, such as a

depression specific label receiving area on the device housing the microscopic objects.

Alternatively each device may comprise a common label receiving area where

information on which depressions contain a selected object is deposited by the system.

The identification label may be any type of suitable label, such as a dot, a cross, a

sticker, a cover with wholes or other more sophisticated means, such as a plate

specially construed to receive a device housing the objects, where the plate is capable

of pointing out the depressions containing the selected objects by use of light or other

labelling methods. A common label may be such as schematic illustration of the device

pointing out the selected depressions. The labelling may further be assisted by the

identification tag and a computer based method for selecting the objects, whereby the

system is minimally influenced by the individual handling the samples.

Orientation control means

To further increase the safety of the system it is preferred that the system comprises

orientation control means, such that loading of devices is only possible in one direction.

Preferably device holders and devices are constructed to allow only loading of the



devices in one orientation, by providing a device with a bottom surface which matches

the receiving portion of the device holder. This may be even further improved by

constructing pairs of device holders and devices which fit together uniquely, thereby

also controlling which device is inserted into which device holder.

Temperature control means

It is a prerequisite for cell culturing that temperature is continuously controlled in order

to maintain a desired temperature inside the incubator and in particularly inside the

devices housing the microscopic objects. In an embodiment the system according to

the invention comprises a heat source suitable for providing temperatures for culturing

said at least two microscopic objects.

As described above the devices housing the objects may in a preferred embodiment of

the present system be held by the storage means, these may in a further preferred

embodiment be used for ensuring thermal contact between said devices and said heat

source. In an optimized more preferred embodiment said storage means comprises a

device holder, which is adapted for matching a bottom surface provide of said device.

The system may accordingly be provided with a heat conducting layer adapted for

providing a given stable temperature to at least said depressions, which temperature is

suitable for cultivation, in particular suitable for incubation of said at least two

microscopic objects.

Monitoring system

The microscopic objects cultured in a system according to the invention are optionally

monitored during culturing. Such monitoring may include visualisation of the objects by

use of a microscope comprised by the system. This may be feasible by combining a

system comprising a microscope with a system comprising storage means being

arranged for positioning a device relative to the microscope thereby allowing at least

one microscopic object to be viewed through the microscope. The device to be

monitored is transferred to a microscope device holder position or a monitoring

position. Depending on the desired view, the magnification of the system may be

changed, to allow monitoring of each object individually or an overview of a whole

device at one or more magnification(s).



Depending on the election criteria to be employed for evaluation of the microscopic

objects, different automated procedures for monitoring and evaluation may be

implemented. The microscope is preferably connected to a camera capable acquiring

images of the microscopic object positioned to be viewed by the microscope. Images of

individual microscopic objects may be acquired during the period of culturing the

microscopic objects at regular intervals and used to elect objects for continued

processing, such as in the case of embryos for implantation in a recipient uterus.

Monitoring of objects may alternatively be performed using video equipment capable of

acquiring live recordings.

The system of the invention preferably comprises a microscope and further imaging

means, such as camera and/or video equipment.

As mentioned above any methods for electing the most promising embryos may be

employed.

Position control

Any monitoring of the microscopic objects by use of the microscope and/or any

connected imaging means requires that the microscopic objects are arranged precisely

relative to the microscope. To allow the microscopic objects to be viewed through/by

the microscope and to ensure correct position of the device during culturing and

monitoring it is preferred that the storage means and in particularly the microscope

storage means comprises:

- at least one vertical hole extending through the device holder,

- a light emitter, such as a laser providing a vertical light, and

- a light sensor on the opposite side of the device relative to the light emitter for sensing

the light being emitted when the device holder is in a correct position for monitoring

and/or culturing.

It is further preferred that the system comprises storage means further comprising a

control unit for automatic positioning of said device relative to said microscope and/or

said heat source.

In a preferred embodiment the system according to the invention comprises a control

unit adapted for controlling the temperature of said heat source for a stable incubator



environment, and/or adapted for monitoring and/or acquiring images of said

microscopic objects using said imaging means, and/or analyzing said images for a

quality assessment of said objects, and/or keeping a record of replacement slides.

Different applications of the system according to the invention may benefit from non

invasive measurements of metabolic activity in the individual depressions holding the

microscopic objects. The pH of media may change during culturing, and the gas

content may change locally. Thus, in a more preferred embodiment the system

comprises means for performing non-invasive measurements of metabolic activity

comprising micro sensors for measuring e.g. pH, oxygen content and/or the like.

Method for culturing microscopic objects

In a further aspect the present invention relates to a method for handling two

microscopic objects comprising culturing said at least two microscopic objects in at

least two separate devices in an incubator comprising loading control means capable

of controlling that only one device is capable of being loaded in the system at a time.

It is preferred that the method comprises the step of culturing and optionally monitoring

of said at least two microscopic objects by use of a system as described herein. It is

further preferred that at least two devices as described herein is used for housing said

at least two microscopic objects.

During regular quality assessment of embryos it is common that the device holding the

embryos is removed from the incubator for quality assessment just prior to the

selection, whereby the selection is performed on a single view of the objects at the end

of the culturing period.

The system, devices and method described herein is particularly useful for culturing

embryos prior to implantation, as the system is suited for performing quality

assessments without interfering with the culturing environment. In a further preferred

embodiment the microscopic objects are embryos, such as in vitro fertilized eggs.

It is further preferred that any or at least part of any quality assessment is performed

while the embryos are inside the incubator.



By using a system according to the invention it is possible to base the quality

assessment on several views of each individual embryo, such as at least two views.

The objects may be examined at any time during the culturing period, and the analysis

may be postponed by acquiring photos or even live movies of each embryo. As

described in PCT/DK2007/000291 , the quality assessment may be performed using a

plurality of criteria. The quality assessment may be performed with the aid of a

computer, or by a computer alone based on some predetermined criteria / criterion.

The quality assessment may be used to select embryos for implantation, freezing

and/or destruction based on different selection criteria.

It is preferred that the depressions comprising the selected embryos are identified and

that this information is communicated to the user. In a preferred embodiment

information about the selected embryos is provided by a label attached to the device,

for example in the form of either a depression specific label or a common label

including information on all embryos housed by the specific device.

In an alternative embodiment the information about the selected embryos is provided

by activation or inactivation of a pre-attached label comprised by the device, such as a

heat or light sensitive label.

In a further aspect the invention relates to a method for handling a device comprising at

least two microscopic objects, said method comprising the step of selecting an object

while the device is inside an incubator, wherein identification of said selected object is

provided to said device.

Identifying system

As described above an object may be selected manually or by a computerized method.

As such microscopic objects may be very fragile it is desired to maintain the objects in

the same environment as long as possible, e.g. that any selection is performed while

the objects are maintained in a suitable incubator. Upon selection of an object, the

object is to be further processed by various procedures depending on the type of

objects housed by the system. Further processing most often involves removal of the

object from the device housing said object. The selection process is preferably

separate from the removal of the object and therefore the information regarding a



selected object must be provided to the individual handling the further processing in a

safe and easy way assisting removal of selected objects from the device.

The present application in a further aspect describes a system for identification of a

selected object in a device housing at least two microscopic objects wherein said

system comprises means for providing information about a selected object to said

device.

The system according to the invention identifies, points out or marks the location of a

selected object. In a preferred embodiment an object is selected based on a quality

assessment. This is highly suited for e.g. selection of embryos for implantation.

As previously described the device housing the microscopic objects may be construed

for receiving information regarding a selected object, by comprising a label receiving

area. This area may be on a top surface of the device, a bottom surface of the device

or alternatively on a device cover.

In one embodiment of the invention information about a selected object is provided by

an information label on the information label receiving area, such as on the top surface

of the device, on a bottom surface of the device or alternatively on a device cover.

To identify a selected object to the user of the system the information label providing

the information about a selected object is preferably a visual mark. An information label

may, as described previously, be in any suitable form, as long as the user is capable of

using the information provided by the label. In a preferred embodiment the information

about a selected object is provided by a visual mark, such a colour sign, a symbol or a

written text. It is further preferred that such visual marks are visible during removal

under microscope or when a step of selection control implies microscope inspection of

selected objects.

In the specific embodiment wherein the information label is provided to a label

receiving area of a device cover, the label may in a preferred embodiment be an

opening in a device cover, which provides a physical labelling of selected objects or in

other terms a physical hindrance obstructing the removal of unselected objects.



A label is preferably provided on an information label receiving area, either directly on

said area or on a label attached to said area. As previously described pre-attached

labels which may be heat or light sensitive may be used in accordance with the

invention.

The identifying system may include further features to provide a system arranged for

culturing and monitoring said at least two microscopic objects. A system thus

preferably further comprises an incubator and monitoring equipment.

It is further envisioned that the identification system may comprise any of the features

of the system arranged for performing culturing and optionally monitoring of at least two

microscopic objects as described herein above.

In a further embodiment the identification system comprises a device for housing at

least two microscopic objects as described herein. Thus, in a preferred embodiment

the identification system is arranged for culturing and monitoring of more than one

device.

By using features from one or more of the culturing system, the identifying system, the

devices described herein, and the methods as described here above, a highly secure

and functional system for treatment of microscopic objects is obtained. The security

features includes the single loading preferably combined with an identification tag

attached to the device linking each device with the origin of the microscopic objects

housed by said device. Secondly, the selection of object may be performed while the

objects are inside an incubator and the selection may further be based on several

views of each object. In total this provides a basis for high quality selection. By using

the identification system for linking the selected objects with its location in the device,

by providing the information about a selected object to said device, the location of a

selected object is clearly marked for further handling. In conclusion the system enables

methods for securing one to one identification of the origin of objects the device holding

said objects and an object selected there from.



Detailed description of the drawings

Figure 1: Loading control means. The incubator is equipped with a loading port ( 1 )

which provides access to only one object housing device. The picture

reveals two devices inside the incubator, but only the leftmost device can

be easily removed from the incubator. To remove further devices from the

incubator, rearrangement of the devices by use of the storage means is

required to transfer a second device to the device holder position directly

inside of the loading port. Loading of devices must likewise occur one by

one, and requires that an empty device holder position is present directly

inside of the loading port.

Figure 2 : Device capable of housing 12 microscopic objects.

Figure 3 : Side view of the device shown in figure 2 , disclosing the depressions (2)

and indents (3) of said depressions for accommodating the microscopic

objects.

Figures 4-6: Identity markings (4) of individual depressions/indents shown at different

magnifications.



Claims

1. A system arranged for performing culturing and optionally monitoring of at least

two microscopic objects wherein said at least two microscopic objects are

arranged in at least two separate devices, wherein said system comprises:

an incubator,

a loading port for loading a device to be arranged in said incubator,

an exit port for retrieving a device from said incubator, and

loading control means capable of controlling that only one device is

capable of being loaded into the system at a time.

2 . The system according to claim 1, wherein loading control means is comprised

by the size of the loading port allowing entrance of one device at a time only.

3 . The system according to claim 1 or 2 , wherein the size of the exit port allows

exit of one device at a time only.

4 . The system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the loading port

and the exit port is the same port.

5 . The system according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising

storage means having two or more device holder positions, each device holder

position being adapted to hold the device in a fixed position on the storage

means.

6 . The system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the storage

means is a conveyor belt.

7 . The system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said system

further comprises a microscope and said storage means being arranged for

positioning the device relative to the microscope thereby allowing at least one

microscopic object to be viewed by the microscope.



8 . The system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said storage

means comprises at least four device holder positions, such as at least six

device holder positions.

9 . The system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein each device is

capable of housing at least two microscopic objects, such as at least five

microscopic objects.

10. The system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein each device is

provided with a machine readable identification tag, and the system is provided

with a machine reader capable of reading said machine readable identification

tag.

11. The system according to claim 10 , wherein the machine readable identification

tag is a barcode.

12. The system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the machine

readable tag is an RFID.

13. The system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the system

comprises means for entering one or more user orders.

14. The system according to claim 13 , wherein the means for entering one or more

orders allows for automatically ordered exit of a specifically identified device

from the incubator to the exit port.

15. The system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said device

comprises at least two depressions in a top surface of said device; each

depression being adapted for housing an individually microscopic object and

object media.

16 . The system according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising a heat

source suitable for providing temperatures for culturing said at least two

microscopic objects.



17. The system according to claim 16, wherein said storage means is used for

ensuring thermal contact between said devices and said heat source.

18. The system according to any of the claims 16-17, wherein said storage means

comprises a device holder, which is adapted for matching a bottom surface

profile of said device.

19. The system according to any of the claims 16-18, further being provided with a

heat conducting layer adapted for providing a given stable temperature to at

least said depressions, which temperature is suitable for cultivation, in particular

suitable for incubation of said at least two microscopic objects.

20. The system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said microscope

further comprises imaging means, such as camera or video equipment.

2 1. The system according to any of the claims 5 to 20 wherein the storage means

further comprises:

at least one vertical hole extending through the device holder;

a light emitter, such as a laser providing a vertical light; and

- a light sensor on the opposite side of the device relative to the light emitter

for sensing the light being emitted when the device holder is in a correct

position for monitoring and/or culturing.

22. The system according to any of the claims 5 to 2 1, wherein the storage means

further comprises a control unit for automatic positioning said device relative to

said microscope and/or said heat source.

23. The system according to claim 22, wherein said control unit is adapted for

controlling the temperature of said heat source for a stable incubator

environment, and/or adapted for monitoring and/or acquiring images of said

microscopic objects using said imaging means, and/or analyzing said images

for a quality assessment of said objects, and/or keeping a record of

replacement slides.



24. The system according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising means

for performing non-invasive measurements of metabolic activity comprising

micro sensors, for measuring e.g. pH, oxygen content and the like.

25. A device for monitoring and/or culturing of at least two microscopic objects, said

device comprising a machine readable tag.

26. The device according to claim 25, comprising at least two depressions in a top

surface of said device; each depression being adapted for housing an

individually microscopic object and object media.

27. The device according to claim 25 or claim 26, wherein the machine readable

identification tag is a barcode or an RFID.

28. The device according to any of claims 25-27, wherein the device comprises

depression markings.

29. The device according to claim 25 or claim 26, wherein the device comprise a

label receiving area or a pre-attached label.

30. A method for handling of at least two microscopic objects, said method

comprising the step of culturing said at least two microscopic objects in at least

two separate devices in an incubator, said incubator comprising loading control

means capable of controlling that only one device is capable of being loaded in

the system at a time.

3 1 . The method according to claim 30, wherein a system according to any of the

claims 1- 25 is used for culturing said at least two microscopic objects.

32. The method according to claim 30 or 3 1 , wherein a device according to any of

the claims 26-28 is used for housing said at least two microscopic objects.

33. The method according to any of claims 30-32, wherein the microscopic objects

are embryos, such as in vitro fertilized eggs.



34. The method according to claim 33, comprising quality assessment of said

embryos.

35. The method according to claim 34, wherein said quality assessment is

performed while the embryos are inside the incubator.

36. The method according to claim any of claims 34 to 35, wherein the quality

assessment is based on at least two viewings of the individual embryos, such

as at least two photographs of the individual embryos.

37. The method according to any of claims 34 to 36, wherein the quality

assessment is performed by a computer.

38. The method according to any of the claims 34-37, wherein quality assessment

comprises selection of embryos fulfilling a predetermined criterion.

39. The method according to claim 38, wherein embryos for implantation, freezing

and/or destruction are selected.

40. The method according to claims 38 or 39, wherein information about the

selected embryos is provided by a label.

4 1. The method according to any of claims 38 to 40, wherein the depressions

housing the selected embryos are labelled.

42. The method according to claim 4 1 , wherein the label is a schematic view of the

device housing the embryos placed on the device.

43. The method according to any of claims 38 to 42, wherein information about the

selected embryos is provided by activation or inactivation of a pre-attached

label.

44. A system arranged for identifying a selected object in a device housing at least

two microscopic objects wherein said system comprises means for providing

information about a selected object to said device.



45. The system according to claim 44, wherein an object is selected by a quality

assessment.

46. The system according to claims 44 or 45, wherein the device comprises a label

receiving area.

47. The system according to claim 46, wherein the label receiving area is on a top

surface of the devices.

48. The system according to claim 47, wherein the information about a selected

object is provided by markings on the information label receiving area on the

top surface of the device.

49. The system according to claim 46, wherein the label receiving area is on a

bottom surface of the devices.

50. The system according claim 49 wherein the information about a selected object

is provided by markings on the information label receiving area on the bottom

surface of the device.

5 1 . The system according to claim 50, wherein the means for providing information

comprises a device cover.

52. The system according to claim 5 1, wherein the device cover comprises an

information label receiving area.

53. The system according claims 52, wherein information about a selected object

are provide by a marking on the information label receiving area of the device

cover.

54. The system according to claim 53, wherein the marking is an opening in the

device cover.



55. The system according to any of claims 44 to 54, wherein information about a

selected object is provided by a visual mark.

56. The system according to claim 55, wherein the visual mark is provided by

colour, symbol or written text.

57. The system according to claim 56, wherein the visual mark is visible during

removal of a selected object.

58. The system according any of claims 55-57, where the mark is on an information

label receiving area.

59. The system according any of claims 55-58, where the mark is directly on an

information label receiving area.

60. The system according any of claims 55-59, where the mark is on a label

attached to an information label receiving area.

6 1 . The system according to any of the claims 44-60, wherein the system is

arranged for culturing and monitoring said at least two microscopic objects.

62. The system according to any of the claims 6 1 , wherein the system comprises

an incubator and monitoring equipment.

63. The system according to claim 62, comprising any of the features of previous

claims 1-24.

64. The system according to any of the claims 44-63, wherein the device comprise

any of the features of previous claims 25 to 29.

65. The system according to any of the claims 44-64, wherein the system is

arranged for culturing and monitoring of more than one device.

66. A method for handling a device comprising at least two microscopic objects,

said method comprising the step of selecting an object while the device is inside



an incubator, wherein identification of said selected object is provided to said

device.

67. The method according to claim 66, wherein the method comprises any of the

i features according to any of the previous claims 1-66.
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